Dear Sir/Madam,

We are extremely concerned with and sickened by the possibility of a power substation being placed in our immediate vicinity. We moved here for an improved quality of life, the open scenic views and the ability to plant and harvest in our own backyard. This substation would greatly affect our living standards, here, and within the surrounding areas, as well as impacting our already lowered property values, and could cause possible unknown health issues for all life in the vicinity. Please refer to the Tooele County Transcript article "County tells RMP no again", by Sarah Miley, Apr 01, 2010 (http://www.transcriptbulletin.com/view/full_story/6914323/article-County-tells-RMP-no-again?). **Please, we are confident that other options exist which would make an appropriate compromise for all parties involved. Please DO NOT go forward with this proposed plan! Too much is at stake!** The county has already voiced major **founded** objections to this current plan!

Very respectfully,
Concerned resident Hollie Hendricks
Grantsville, UT